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6 THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW

CRYPTOCURRENCY

The concept01

The design02

Cryptocurrency is a digital form of payment
for peer-to-peer financial transactions free of

third party intervention. The first form was
created in 2009, and the market has

continued to expand ever since.

Cryptocurrency is decentralized from banks and credit
card companies. It acts as its own medium for tracking
and security, and is free from government oversight.

All transaction data is store on a secure ledger called
the blockchain, which ensures that transactions are
legitimate.

Peer-to-peer transactions take place through digital
"wallets" by exchanging personalized, secure codes.

Fast Accessible Secure

The appeal03

Hint

Low cost
Cryptocurrency offers instant
transfers.This helps it stand
out from other financial
systems that may take
several days to complete a
transfer.

Cryptocurrency is offered
globally and allows for digital
transactions for anybody with
internet. This benefits those in
developing countries who
otherwise do not have access
to bank accounts or services.
Cryptocurrency is not
limited by exchange rates, so it
can be used internationally.

Cryptocurrency has lower
fees than other options
such as credit card and
bank charges

Cryptocurrency data is backed
up on the blockchain, a secure
ledger ensuring
validated transactions.
Cryptocurrency avoids fraud, as
payments cannot be reversed
or counterfeited by the
sender. Identity theft is also
avoided due to the limited
information given during
transactions.

The current market04

The most well-known
platform for
cryptocurrency is
Bitcoin, which was
also the first to the
market. It is widely
accepted across the
world and the most
valuable among
competitors.

Bitcoin (2009) Etherium (2015)Ripple (2012)

3 popular cryptocurrency platforms:
Other

cryptocurrencies to
look out for:

ZCash
Dash

Monero
Litecoin
Cardano

EOS

Etherium is a global
cryptocurrency and
computing platform
that offers a token
named "ether", as well
as smart-contract
functionality.

Ripple offers a
cryptocurrency token
called "XRP". The
financial solutions
provided by Ripple are
used by banks and
other money services
who make up the
"RippleNet".
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As cryptocurrency becomes
normalized by users, more
enterprises are beginning to
accept it as a medium of
exchange, or researching
other ways to integrate
cryptocurrency into business
processes. This may help
enterprises draw in more
customers who prefer this
method of financial
transaction. Enterprises will
also benefit from
cryptocurrency's main
features: fast, cheap,
accessible, and secure
processes. At this point, many
businesses are still observing
cryptocurrency's effects
before using it. 

Although it is not an
immediate possibility that
cryptocurrency will fully
replace banking systems,
banks still face threats from
the concept as it grows and
becomes more widely
accepted. The threats are
mainly due to the fact that
cryptocurrency systems solve
the problems that many
associate with banks: slow
transactions, expensive fees,
and security issues. In this
age, people increasingly
value convenience, and
cryptocurrency meets many
aspects of this need.

The every-day user of current
cryptocurrency methods is
learning to rely on these
systems rather than banks,
credit card companies, or
other traditional methods. In
the digital age, consumers
have come to value seamless
and convenient processes,
and the future of
cryptocurrency may meet
these expectations.

06 The future

More companies will become
providers of cryptocurrency
services. Facebook recently
announced its plan to launch its own
cryptocurrency, Libra, in 2020. Libra
will likely familiarize millions of people
with cryptocurrency, further
normalizing the process. It will also be
designed to avoid common problems
of existent cryptocurrencies like
Bitcoin, such as major value
fluctuations. 

Just like most digital innovations,
cryptocurrency has become more
widely accepted as time goes on and
as more people have positive
experiences with it. However, it is still
on the rise and its popularity is held
back due to varying scrutiny. Actions
are being taken to strengthen
cryptocurrency by the current
providers.
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